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A road towards 25% efficiency and beyond:
perovskite tandem solar cells

T. Todorov,*a O. Gunawana and S. Guhab

For decades, the appealing potential of tandem solar cells for efficiencies beyond the single-junction

Shockley–Queisser limit has led researchers to develop thin film tandem solutions for high performance

low cost solar cells. Perovskite solar cells have recently emerged as a promising candidate for photovol-

taics. In addition to ease of fabrication and good efficiencies, a particularly attractive feature is their tunable

band gap between 1.48 and 2.3 eV that enables symbiosis with other solar cells in tandem device configu-

rations. The low-temperature processing conditions of perovskites make it possible to monolithically inte-

grate them as the top component of tandem structures without damaging the bottom cell. Early experi-

mental results and modelling indicate that efficiencies beyond 25% are within reach. Optimization and

solving perovskite stability limitations could result in a commercially viable technology. We review recent

developments and insights in the field.

A. Introduction

The modern single p–n junction based solar cell, first pro-
posed in the 1950s,1 has come a long way so that photovol-
taic technologies are beginning to be economically viable to-
day.2 Progress has occurred over decades, using silicon and
other material technologies, often resulting in long progress
plateaus with an uncertain path for further growth, and
funding cycles that have been influenced by the price of fos-
sil fuels. Commercial single p–n junction devices vary in effi-
ciencies today between around 12% and 24%, at different
cost to performance ratios and for different materials that
are either crystalline, large/single grained substrate based
(such as silicon and GaAs) or polycrystalline films grown on

glass (such as CuInGaSe and CdTe).3 Regardless of the state
of development, no single junction technology can realisti-
cally overcome the Shockley–Queisser limit of about 33%.4

The use of multi-junction solar cells, where two or more ab-
sorbing photovoltaic cells are monolithically connected on
top of one another, allows higher efficiencies to be reached.
However, multi-junction or tandem (when the number of
junctions equals two) solar cells have found only a limited
range of product applications due to issues with either cost,
inadequate efficiency or material and process compatibility.

Of all available solar cell combinations, only two technolo-
gies have been able to develop monolithically integrated two-
terminal tandem devices (described below as type A) that
could reach the market. The first is amorphous silicon based,
and is an example of a relatively low-cost and low efficiency
solar cell that is still a viable solution for consumer electronic
products (e.g. electronic calculators).5 On the other end of
the performance (and cost) scale are the III–V multi-junction
solar cells that hold the current efficiency record (46% using
GaInP/GaAs; GaInAsP/GaInAs (ref. 6)), were the first to
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Design, System, Application

We review the most relevant design strategies of tandem solar cells for enhanced solar spectrum harvesting. For practical applications, monolithic tandem
solar cells offer significant advantages over 4-terminal devices typically used for lab demonstrations. However, achieving functional monolithic tandems on
polycrystalline solar cells has been a difficult task until recently due to junction degradation during high-temperature processing. At the same time, achiev-
ing a high-efficiency, high-band gap partner for polycrystalline bottom absorbers has also been challenging. Another challenge for the design and optimiza-
tion of functional low-cost two-terminal devices for photovoltaic applications is the difficult characterization of the individual cells, especially in cases
where degradation may occur when one is fabricated on top of the other. Perovskite solar cells offer for the first time the unique combination of high effi-
ciency at high (and tunable) band gap, coupled with relatively low processing temperature that does not impair the functionality of the bottom absorber.
This dramatically extends the range of design possibilities as evidenced by multiple demonstrations of high-efficiency monolithic tandem solar cell struc-
tures including in situ band gap engineered perovskite absorbers on top of chalcogenide bottom cells. Resolving the stability challenges of perovskites
would make them an ideal partner in two-terminal tandem devices for solar energy conversion applications.
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surpass the Shockley–Queisser limit and are currently the
standard solution for highest efficiency concentrator and PV
applications in space. Multi-junction or tandem solar cells
using other major photovoltaic materials such as crystalline
silicon, CdTe and CIGS have met significant fabrication chal-
lenges for monolithic integration and have been used mostly
in multi-terminal lab tandem demonstrations (described be-
low as type B). The new perovskite materials have emerged as
a possible solution, provided that design optimization and
serious issues with stability and environmental friendliness
can be resolved.

B. Tandem device classifications

Multi-junction solar cells and their advantages for efficiently
absorbing a wider range of the solar spectrum have been de-
scribed in detail elsewhere.7 For optimal absorption, p–n
junctions with a higher band-gap are stacked on top of those
with a lower bandgap. In this fashion, higher energy photons
from the incident solar radiation are more efficiently
absorbed by the high band gap layers at the top, thereby min-
imizing the difference between the photon energy and the ab-
sorber band gap energy, i.e. the energy unavailable for electri-
cal energy conversion. The multiple p–n junctions are
electrically connected via tunnel junctions or a shared
electrode, resulting in a series electrical connection.

In this review, we limit ourselves to two-junction tandem
devices that operate under planar, non-concentrated light
(i.e. 1 sun AM1.5G illumination). There are several types of
tandem solar cells depending on the fabrication sequence
and interconnection scheme used. In this work, we classify
them as type A and B based on the number of transparent
conductive electrodes (TCEs) and the number of their contact
terminals that ranges from two to four. We will use this ab-
breviation instead of the common TCO (transparent conduc-
tive oxide) because there are cases where the standard in in-
dustry doped conductive oxides such as ZnO : Al, In2O3 : Sn
and SnO2 : F is difficult to adapt for some tandem applica-
tions due to temperature and/or sputtering damage on the
underlying structures even with protective inter-layers. Alter-

native examples include transparent conductive layers of
graphene, carbon nanotubes, and silver nanowires or thin
metal films.8–11

Type A tandem is a monolithic series interconnected de-
vice grown on a single substrate that employs one TCE
(Fig. 1a), which implies that it is a two-terminal (2-T) tandem
device. This is the configuration almost exclusively used in
commercial products because it involves a minimum number
of processing steps, substrates, layers and interconnections.
Because these are essentially two back to front solar cells
monolithically stacked on top of one another, the perfor-
mance of the tandem relies on the efficiency of the charge
transport layer at the interface between the two solar cell
components. Type B tandem solar cells (Fig. 1b–d) bypass
this challenge by using additional transparent conductive
layers and substrates; this type includes a 2-T (two terminal)
mechanically stacked device, 3-T, and 4-T tandems. This way
the individual devices from the stack can be fabricated inde-
pendently, thereby also significantly expanding the process-
ing tolerance window as well as simplifying the full device
characterization.

While the type B tandem is convenient for research and
feasibility demonstration purposes, it is impractical for large
scale manufacturing. The single transparent TCE layer is one
of the most critical components for large-scale applications
from both a manufacturing and a performance perspective.
Firstly, the TCE is a key contributor to the manufacturing
cost of the photovoltaic module since it requires expensive
and low throughput sputtering or CVD equipment. Secondly,
the design of the TCE is always an inherent trade-off between
optical and series resistance losses that typically reduce the
overall module efficiency by 10–25%.12 Additionally, a single
TCE allows monolithic module integration of multiple tan-
dem stacks on a large-area substrate with simple scribing
procedures, which is much more cost-efficient than external
wiring. It is therefore difficult to imagine a competitive large-
scale module production employing a B-type solar cell with
more than one TCE.13 However, research and development of
type A solar cells is extremely challenging because it requires
compatibility of every processing step with all preceding

Fig. 1 Types of tandem solar cell device based on the number of TCEs and terminal connections: (a) type A: single TCE, two-terminal monolithic;
and type B with multiple TCEs: (b) two-terminal mechanically stacked, (d) 4-terminal mechanically stacked, (c) 3-terminal monolithic stack and (e)
4-terminal spectrum-split.
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layers and interfaces as well as precise optical and current
matching between individual devices. Characterization of the
type A structure is also challenging because device isolation
in the stack is difficult or even impossible without auxiliary
elements such as intermediate TCO.

Naturally, type B is the configuration of choice for most re-
search focused on non-traditional tandem solar cell concepts.
A comparison of experimental and theoretical properties of
devices or the different types is presented below.

We elaborate the characteristics of each type of tandem
devices as follow:

(1) Type A/two-terminal monolithic stack

As described in the introduction, this tandem device is
constructed from a monolithically integrated bottom and top
cell with a single transparent conductive layer. A recombina-
tion or tunneling layer is formed between the two devices.
The main electrical limitation in these devices is the current
matching condition i.e. the performance of the device is lim-
ited by the cell with the lowest current. However, this archi-
tecture is attractive in terms of simplicity for commercial de-
ployment as only two terminals are required and a
monolithic series interconnection of narrow device architec-
tures on a single substrate is feasible with the standard scrib-
ing technology thus reducing the series resistance losses as-
sociated with large-area modules.

(2) Type B/two-terminal mechanically-stacked

The tandem device is constructed as a stack of two separate
top and bottom cells but they are serially connected with two
terminal output. This type of tandem has the advantage
where the need for interfacial tunneling is eliminated and
the current matching condition can be relaxed by adjusting
different areas of the solar cell. However, these devices re-
quire as many as three TCE layers and thus impose severe op-
tical losses.

(3) Type B/three-terminal monolithic stack

Similar to the two-terminal tandem, the device is constructed
from a monolithically integrated bottom and top cell – how-
ever, a third intermediate terminal is provided. This terminal
adds another degree of freedom in the electrical connection
to relieve the circuit from the current matching condition.
This can be done by adding a matching resistive load to ei-
ther the top or bottom cell. This type of device is not fre-
quently explored (for the reason explained in the next sec-
tion) but nevertheless they have been demonstrated in a
tandem a-Si solar cell,14 GaAsP/SiGe device15 and polymer so-
lar cell.16 There has been no demonstration of the 3-T tan-
dem using perovskite cells so far.

(4) Type B/four-terminal mechanically stacked

The tandem device is constructed from two separately devel-
oped cells that allow a fabrication process that yields opti-

mum performance. However, bifacial transparent electrodes
are needed on the top cell to allow some light transmission
to the bottom cell. Each cell produces independent electrical
output thus requiring 4 terminal connections. While effi-
ciency can be maximized, the interconnection and module
integration could become more costly. A recent example of
this type of perovskite tandem device has reached an effi-
ciency of 25.2% and17 18.6% with perovskite–silicon and pe-
rovskite–CIGS tandem, respectively.11

(5) Type B/four-terminal spectrum split

This architecture is essentially still a four terminal device,
however a dichroic filter is used to split the light spectrum.
This system offers advantages in terms of flexibility of indi-
vidual device fabrication i.e. each device can be optimized as
if it operates as a stand-alone solar cell and only requires two
TCEs (instead of three as in the standard 4-T tandem) – thus
reducing the optical loss. However, the added cost of filter
and four terminals limits the commercial potential of this ar-
chitecture. An example of this type of tandem has been dem-
onstrated by Uzu et al. with an impressive total potential effi-
ciency of 28.0%.18

C. Theoretical limit of the idealized
tandem cells

We discuss the general device characteristics and bandgap
optimization issue of two-junction tandem devices. To obtain
a general understanding of tandem cell performance with re-
gard to various terminal configurations, it is sufficient to con-
sider a simple idealized, Schottky–Queisser (SQ) limit-like
tandem cell calculation.19 We use unconcentrated 1 sun
AM1.5G solar spectrum as the input illumination in the cal-
culation. In a SQ single junction model, only photons with
energy above the bandgap can be absorbed and contribute to
photocurrent. The hot charge carrier generated by these pho-
tons will relax down to the bandgap energy in the process
called “thermalization”. Considering radiative and non-
radiative recombination of the carriers, we obtain 33.7% limit
for a single junction solar cell at a bandgap of 1.34 eV.20

In our SQ-like tandem calculation, we use a fixed silicon
bottom cell (Eg1 = 1.1 eV) with a SQ-limit efficiency of 32.9%.
The top cell has a higher and varying bandgap Eg2 which
serves as an independent variable. The top cell also operates
at the SQ limit. We assume no optical loss (other than the ab-
sorption due to the top cell's absorber) so that all photons be-
low Eg2 are transmitted to the bottom cell: in other words,
the bottom cell is filtered (shadowed) by the top cell. In real-
ity, there are reflective losses due to various interfaces in the
top cell that also reduce the photons below Eg2. On the other
hand, there is some quantum efficiency response for the bot-
tom cell for photons above Eg2 due to incomplete absorption
of the top cell. These two effects work in opposite directions
and they tend to reduce and increase the Jsc of the bottom
cell, respectively. The J–V curves of the bottom Si cell
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(filtered) and the top cell with bandgap Eg2 = 2.0 eV are
shown in Fig. 2(a). The details of the SQ limit calculation are
given in ref. 19 and 20.

For comparative evaluation, we calculate the performance
of each type of tandem configuration as follows:

(1) Four-terminal (4-T) tandem

Each of the cells operates independently and the tandem effi-
ciency is simply the sum of each individual cells. Fig. 2(b)
shows the 4-T tandem efficiency (green curve) as a function
of top cell bandgap; it is clear that the 4-T configuration
yields the best total efficiency (Eff ∼ 45%21) compared to
other tandem configurations (at the expense of more compli-
cated wiring as discussed earlier).

(2) Three-terminal (3-T) tandem

The cells essentially operate in parallel with one common ter-
minal (either anode or cathode). The top and bottom termi-
nals are also joined outside the cell to complete the parallel
connection. In this tandem, the voltage is limited by the low-
est voltage and the total current is the sum of each individual
current. In Fig. 2(b), the efficiency of this type of tandem is
practically flat, independent of the top cell bandgap. The rea-
son is that the Voc is fixed as it is limited by the bottom cell
(1.1 eV) and the total current density is also practically fixed
as both the top and bottom cells are assumed to have 100%
single-junction efficiency. This results in a constant efficiency
profile yet it is always worse than the 4-T tandem.

(3) Two-terminal (2-T) tandem

The cells are connected either monolithically or by mechani-
cal stacking. In this tandem, the current is limited by the cell
with lower current and the voltage is added in series. As a re-
sult, the efficiency profile strongly varies with respect to the
top bandgap (Eg2) with a peak performance at Eg2 = 1.72 eV.
Note that at this optimum bandgap, the 2-T tandem practi-
cally performs the same as the 4-T tandem as both cells
achieve the same current density (thus no power loss due to

current matching condition). This optimum bandgap value is
also close to the value of 1.8 eV from the more elaborate Si–
perovskite 2-T tandem cell modeling in ref. 11.

From the efficiency comparison chart in Fig. 2, we can
draw several conclusions that apply to the tandem cell devel-
opment in general. First, the 2-T tandem cell will perform the
same as the 4-T tandem at its optimum bandgap, while offer-
ing the benefits of cheaper and more scalable manufacturing.
Second, the maximum efficiency of the 2-T tandem (red dot)
is also close to that of the 4-T tandem (green dot). Third, the
maximum efficiency of the 3-T tandem is lower compared to
those of the 2-T and 4-T tandems – thus it is reasonable that
this type of tandem cell is not widely pursued.

D. Progress and challenges for
perovskite tandem cells

Until recently, apart from thin film silicon and III–V mate-
rials, attempts to develop tandem solar cells have had limited
success. The two main challenges for type A solar cells have
been: (1) achieving efficient high-band gap top cells (espe-
cially for chalcogenide photovoltaics) and (2) processing in-
compatibilities such as junction deterioration due to high-
temperature processes or other processes such as sputtering
damage. These limitations are particularly critical for high-
efficiency chalcogenide photovoltaics where – in addition to
increased Voc deficit at high band gaps,22,23 – severe junction
deterioration is observed at temperatures exceeding 200 °C.
As a result, before the introduction of organic and perovskite
cells, most examples of tandem devices included 4-terminal
stacked configurations such as CIGS–CdTe,24 CIGS-dye sensi-
tized solar cells,25 CIGS–CGS26 and CIGS–CIGS27 cells with
different ratios of In : Ga. With the development of organic
solar cells that allow low processing temperatures, research
on monolithic type A tandems has increased. Organic layer
transfer on CIGS yielded 3.7% efficiency.28 Multiple examples
of all-organic polymer tandem solar cells have also been
reported reaching efficiencies up to 11%.29–31

Fig. 2 Performance comparison of various tandem configurations (2, 3 and 4 terminals) based on idealized SQ-limit calculation vs. bandgap of the
top cell. The bottom cell is Si (1.1 eV) which is filtered by the top cell: (a) J–V curves under AM1.5G 1 sun light for the top cell with Eg2 = 2.0 eV. (b)
Efficiencies of the constituent cells and the tandem cells.
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We present the current status of various perovskite tan-
dem devices that have been reported in the literature in
Table 1. The advent of perovskite photovoltaics with the
fastest efficiency progress in history currently reaching over
20%39,40 with band gaps above 1.5 eV brought multiple new
opportunities for monolithic tandem solar cells. The possibil-
ity of depositing them in either p–n or n–p sequence and the
easily tunable band gap within the 1.48–2.3 eV range17 make
them ideal for engineering optical and current matching.37

The low processing temperature allows them to be used not
only in perovskite–silicon tandems11,32 but also in monolithic
tandems with temperature-sensitive chalcogenide bottom
cells such as CZTSSe36 and CIGSSe.37

A major challenge for the future of perovskite photovoltaic
devices is their stability41 with respect to high temperature
and air humidity. Particular instability was observed with
mixed I–Br systems that are commonly used for band gap ad-
justment.17,42 Some progress towards thermal stability has
been made with formamidinium substitution43 and introduc-
tion of a combination of formamidinium and cesium.17,44 A
remarkable Voc of 1.47 V was achieved by coupling the high
bandgap formamidinium bromide absorber with improved
hole transporting materials based on fluorene–dithiophene
derivatives. A growing number of studies continue to address
the stability of perovskite interfaces under realistic operation
conditions. Metal-migration induced degradation was
addressed by introducing Al2O3 nanoparticles or chromium
diffusion barriers.45,46 Other reports claim improved stability
to ambient conditions via a variation of the rest of the device
layers.47 It is yet to be seen if any of the proposed solutions
can produce a device robust enough for practical
applications.

A general challenge for perovskite tandems is the growth
of the TCE on top of a device already containing a perov-
skite layer. Thermal and plasma damage caused by stan-
dard sputtering processes needs to be addressed. In the
first reported monolithic perovskite tandem devices of type
A (kesterite bottom cell), thin aluminum layers with an op-
tical transmission of only 50% were used. The non-
optimized band gap further limited the conversion effi-

ciency to 4.7% which nevertheless was a record for any
kind of chalcogenide monolithic tandem at that time.36

This performance was soon improved to 10.9% with lower
band gap CIGS bottom cells (Fig. 3) and in situ band-gap
engineering of the perovskite top layer.37 Thin calcium-
based electrodes with an optical transmission above 85%
were used in this case.

Various approaches have been employed to fabricate type
A tandem devices on crystalline silicon bottom cells. Silicon
p–n junctions are more resilient to thermal damage than sub-
strate chalcogenides which expands the processing windows
for layers such as TiO2. A monolithic Si tandem device
employing dense and mesoporous TiO2 layers with a Ag-
nanowire TCE on top of the spiro-OMeTAD layer covering the
perovskite reached a conversion efficiency of 13.7%.32 Protec-
tion of the underlying organic layers via an evaporated MoO3

layer enabled ITO TCE to be sputtered on top of the device
yielding an efficiency of 19.9% (18.1% stabilized) where the
hysteresis effect was suppressed and the stability enhanced
with the use of SnO2 electron selective contact.48 A similar ap-
proach employing MoO3 followed by hydrogenated In2O3 :H
and ITO (Fig. 4)33 demonstrated a monolithic perovskite tan-
dem device with 21.2% efficiency.

Type B devices were fundamental for this rapid progress
as they were used for optimizing the processing compatibility
of the TCE on perovskite. Protecting the perovskite layer with
non-sputtered oxide coatings has been used extensively for
demonstrating semi-transparent cells with double TCEs for
use in bifacial and tandem devices of type B. An evaporated
MoO3 layer in combination with an amorphous In2O3 :H
layer yielded 20.5% efficient four-terminal devices on top of a
low-band gap CIGS absorber.49 The use of lower temperature
sputtering and less intense ion bombardment in comparison
with standard ZnO : Al was key for achieving this perfor-
mance.49 Other approaches to protect the sensitive perovskite
device structure from sputter damage include ink-based coat-
ings such as ITO nanoparticle buffer layers before sputtered
ITO. This has yielded a 25% efficient 4-terminal device on sil-
icon. Silver nanowires were used for one of the first demon-
strations of a 4-terminal perovskite tandem device that

Table 1 Survey of various high efficiency tandem perovskite devices

No

Bottom cell Tandem cell Eff

Year Ref.Active material Type (%)

1 Silicon A/2-T monolithic 13.7 2015 32
2 Silicon A/2-T monolithic 21.2 2016 33
3 Perovskite A/2-T monolithic 7.0 2016 34
4 Polymer A/2-T monolithic 16.0 2016 35
5 Silicon B/2-T mech. stack 17.9 2014 11
6 Silicon B/4-T mech. stacka 25.2 2016 17
7 Mono-crys. silicon heterojunction B/4-T spectral split 28.0 2014 18
8 CZTS A/2-terminal monolithic 4.6 2014 36
9 CIGS A/2-terminal monolithic 10.9 2015 37
10 CIGS B/2-T mech. stack 18.6 2014 11
11 CIGS B/4-T mech. stack 20.5 2015 38

a Cells were measured separately, not in tandem stack.
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yielded efficiencies of 17% with Si and 18.6% with CIGS bot-
tom devices.11

Recent developments with new charge recombination
layers (CRL) and soft processing conditions have taken
monolithic perovskite tandem solar cells one step further
with demonstrations of organic–perovskite and even pure pe-
rovskite–perovskite tandems. Graded CRL comprising C-60
derivative/Ag/MoO3 allowed depositing a polymer device on
top of a perovskite solar cell resulting in a 16% efficient tan-
dem with low hysteresis.35 Another CRL combination based
on spiro-OMeTAD/PEDOT:PSS/PEI/PCBM:PEI34 allowed for
the first time the fabrication of monolithic perovskite–perov-
skite tandems. Dry layer transfer used for the PEDOT layer as
well as careful selection of all processing steps helped to min-
imize the degradation of the full device structure. A remark-
able additive Voc of 1.89 V was achieved with a pair of pure
iodide (low band gap) cells. The efficiency of 7% is projected

to increase significantly with adequate band-gap optimization
of the top cell and mitigation of the higher hysteresis effect
in the full stack compared to individual devices.34

E. Conclusion

The unique combination of high efficiency, tunable band gap
and soft processing temperature of perovskite solar cells has
made them a popular partner in tandem device structures. In
just a couple of years, significant progress has been achieved
with both monolithic and stacked device configurations, the
latter already reaching over 25% efficiency. A key factor for
this success has been the development of non-destructive
TCE and CRL formation techniques in order to preserve the
fragile perovskite device structure. While first steps to ad-
dress the long-term device stability have been taken, this re-
mains a critical issue for the large-scale application of perov-
skite solar cells in general and will be decisive for their
future.
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